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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Ultimate Guide to Betting at
the Casino, Counting Cards, BlackJack Strategy and Much More! The essential rules of Blackjack are
simple enough that it can be explained in a few sentences. The actual game, however, is a very
deep strategy card game that has bestowed millions on great players that understand its roots
(and also led to a swift ban from the casino!) Are you already proficient in playing the game of
blackjack? This book also touches on some of the habits that lead to losing, and explains some
important information that will benefit not just beginners, but casino dwellers as well. The easier
road is ahead for newbies to the game, as they can avoid bad habits and low self-confidence. By
leaving what you already think of the game at the door, by the end of this book you will have a
better understanding than most of your peers at the same Blackjack table. The truth is that for the
beginning player there will be more defeat than victory, and breaking even means swallowing a bit
of pride...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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